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During the year 1877 the returns of the Local Registrars record

1,984 births and 995 deaths in the district of Birkenhead and

Claughton-cum-Grange. The natural increase to the population for

the year was, therefore, 989. The natural increase in 1876 was

1,016, and in 1875, 704.

Of the births 1,021 were males and 963 were females; and of

the deaths 526 were males and 469 females.

In previous Reports attention has been drawn to tho difficulty

of estimating the local population. This difficulty increases each

year the necessity of making a fresh computation presents itself.

For two or three years after an enumeration the calculation may ho

effected with proximate accuracy, but now, that between six and

seven years have elapsed since the taking of the last Census, it

becomes almost impossible to arrive at the truth in the matter.

Under these circumstances we have thought that the safest course

is to consider that the natural increase has not been appreciably

augmented, and to add 1000 to the determination made for 1876.

Tho population of the district is, therefore, estimated to have been
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50,500 at the middle oi the vear 1877. The number of dwelling-

houses completed and made ready for occupation, between July 1st,

1876, and June 30th, 1877, was 149, which (allowing 6.5 inmates

to each house) would afford accommodation for nearly the whole of

this increase.

This makes the annual Birth-rate 35.11, and the annual Death-

rate 17.61, per 1000 living.

The Birth-rate of 1875 was 38.25, and of 1876, 36.91
;
the

Death-rates of the two years were respectively 25.22 and 18.61.

The mean Birth-rate of the ten years ending December 31st, 1876,

is 38.64, and the mean Death-rate of the ten years ending the same

date, is 21.17.

The Birth-rate of 1877 is thus seen to be appreciably below that

of 1875 and 1876, and the average rate
;
while the Death-rate of

1877 is still more markedly lower than that recorded in the two

preceding years, and the average rate.

Of the 1,984 births in the whole district, the Registrar for

Claughton-cum-Grange returned 45,22 of which were males and

23 females. Of the 995 deaths 15, 9 males and 6 females, appear

in this Registrar’s returns.. Jn 1876, the number of births in

Claughton-cum-Grange was 52, and the number of deaths 19 ;
and

in 1875 the number of births was 49, and the number of deaths 22.

The position of the Birkenhead Birth-rate and Death-rate for

1877, with reference to the rates returned in previous years, is

similar to the position they occupy when compared with the means

of the Birth-rates and Death-rates of the most populous cities and

boroughs in Great Britain and Ireland for the corresponding period

of time.

. The following table, from the Registrar General’s “Annual

Summary of Births, Deaths, and Causes of Death in London and

other large cities,” gives the Birth-rates and Death-rates of the

twenty-three chief towns in the United Kingdom for the 52 weeks

ending December, 29th, 1877. By the aid of this the local Birth

and Death-rates may be compared with those obtaining in the chief

towns.



Cities and Boroughs. Annual Rate per 1000 Living.

Births. Deaths.

London 36.1 21.9

Brighton 29.4 18.7

Portsmouth 32.3 17.4

Norwich 33.5 21.0

Plymouth 30.7 21.7

Bristol 36.0 21.8

Wolverhampton 39.0 24.2

Birmingham ... 42.6 24.2

Leicester 40.2 21.5

Nottingham 36.5 22.9

Liverpool 38.7 26.5

Manchester 38.5 27.4

Salford 42.3 25.1

Oldham 38.8 24.2

Bradford 38.0 21.9

Leeds 40.1 22.3

Sheffield 38.6 21.9

Hull 41.7 21.7

Sunderland 40.9 22.6

NewTcastle-on-Tyne 39.5 22.4

Edinburgh 33.2 21.1

Glasgow 37.8 24.8

Dublin 29.7 28.0

Mean 37.0 23.0

Of the twenty-three cities or boroughs in the table it will be

seen that six had lower Birth-rates, and all but one had higher

Death-rates, than Birkenhead, in 1877 ;
the mean Birth-rate of

the great cities and boroughs being 1-9 per 1000 living higher, and

the mean Death-rate 5'4 per 1000 living higher than in Birkenhead.

Yet the density of population in Birkenhead is greater than in

eleven of the towns in this list, the number of persons to an acre at

the middle of the year 1877 being 33'5 in the district of Birkenhead,

11-2 in Norwich, 13'8 in Leeds, 14-4 in Sheffield, 2D6 in Wolver-

hampton, 22-2 in Oldham, 24-8 in Bradford, 26-5 in Newcastle-on-

Tyne, 28-3 in Portsmouth, 31-3 in Dublin, 31-5 in Salford, and

33-4 in Sunderland. We draw attention to this as, cccteris paribus,

the insalubrity of an urban district increases with the density of its

population.

In instituting a comparison between the Birkenhead Death-rate

and the Death-rates of other towns, it should be noticed that the

union workhouse and hospital are outside the improvement district

the district to which this Report refers. The union workhouses
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and hospitals of most of the cities and boroughs just named are

situated within their boundaries
;
and it is specially stated that the

Bristol, Birmingham, and Manchester Death-rates are calculated

from totals which include deaths in workhouses situated outside the

municipal boundaries of these cities. Now according to a return

furnished by Mr. Williams, the master of the Birkenhead Workhouse,

it appears that G8 males and 43 females, received from the improve-

ment district of Birkenhead, died in the union workhouse or hospital

during 1877. To compute the Birkenhead Death-rate as the Bristol,

Birmingham, and Manchester Death-rates are computed we must

therefore add 111 to our total of deaths, which would yield a Death-

rate of 19 - 57 per 1000 living. As, however, 6 (all males) of the

patients who died in the Borough Hospital during the year, and G (4

males and 2 females) of the patients who died in the Fever Hospital

during the year, did not belong to Birkenhead, 111 may be reduced

to 99. The total of deaths for 1877 would thus be 1094, and the

Death-rate 19-36.

The local Birth-rate and Death-rate may be compared with the

mean of each of the corresponding rates returned by the fifty cities

and towns in England and Wales next in importance to the twenty

English cities and boroughs in the table. The mean Birth-rate, in

1877, of the fifty large town districts was, as we learn from the

“ Annual Summary,” 37 '6, and the mean Death-rate 21-4.

The Birth-rate of the whole of England and Wales, for 1877,

was, according to the Registrar General’s quarterly returns, 36-1,

the Death-rate 21 -4 per 1000 living
;
the Birth-rate of the United

Kingdom was 34-5, and the Death-rate 20 0 per 1000 living.

The usual tabular statements of the year’s mortality, within the

district, classified according to diseases, ages and localities, a

weekly register of deaths, and of meteorological results, a monthly

summary of deaths from all causes, and zymotic diseases, with the

rates per 1000 per annum, together with a table specifying the

occupation or “ description” (as returned by the Registrars) of each

person whose death was entered during the year, will he found

annexed.

Of the gross local mortality, for 1877, the deaths of infants

(those under five years of age) accounted for 41G ;
children five
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years of age and upwards, and young persons under twenty, 72 ;

adults, 361 ;
persons sixty years old and upwards, 145. The age

of one person who died within the year could not be ascertained.

Of the deaths registered in 1876, 520 occurred among infants, 93

among children and young persons, 289 among adults, and 131

among old people. In 1875 the number of deaths of those below

five years was 692 ;
of children and young persons, 148 ;

of adults,

380 ;
and of old people, 142.

The relative proportion of deaths among infants, children and

young person, adults, and old people, to the whole number of

deaths in the district, in 1877, and recent years, is shown in the

table below.

Percentage of Deaths at Certain
Ages to Total Deaths.

Age Below
60 and
upwards.

5 20 60

In 1877 41.8 7.2 36.2 14.5

In 1 876 50.3 9.0 27.9 12.6

10.4In 1875 50.8 10.8 27.9

Average percentage during

Ten Years ending Dec.1876. 50.9 9.6 28.1 11.3

A brief study of these figures is especially invited, as nothing

to be submitted in the present Report demonstrates so clearly how

favourably the mortality in 1877 compares with the mortality of

previous years. During the two years immediately preceding 1877

(in each of which, be it remembered, the number of deaths was not

only relatively but actually larger than in 1877) more than half of

those who died were little ones under five years of age
;
and of the

whole number of those who died during the ten years immediately

preceding 1877 more than half were under five years of age
;
yet in

1877 only 41-8 per cent, of the deaths were of children under five.

This alone would be very significant, hut taken in conjunction with

the fact that the proportion of deaths of young persons between five

years and twenty was markedly less, and the proportion of deaths

of old people was markedly greater in 1877 than in either of the two

preceding years, or the mean of the previous ten years, it is excellent

evidence that an unusually high standard of health was maintained in

the district during the year under review,

B
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Nor is the result even in part due to the smallpox epidemic which
prevailed in 1877, for 55-5 per cent, of the victims of this disease were
under twenty years of age, whereas but 49 per cent, of the deaths
from all causes were among those under twenty, and none of those

who died from smallpox were sixty years or upwards.

From the returns of the Census of 1871 it has been computed
that about 15 out of every 100 of the local population are under
five years of age, 32 are five and upwards and under twenty, 49 are

between twenty and sixty, and four have reached three-score years.

The following table, received from the Bidston Observatory,

—

for which, and for his weekly returns of results, Mr. Hartnup is

here thanked—shows the mean temperature and atmospheric pres-

sure, and the amount of rainfall in each month of the year 1877 :

—

1S77.
Moan

Temperaturr

.

Mean
Parometer.

Rainfall

on Ground.

January
0 Inches. Inches.

42.1 29.717 4.607
February 43.8 29.853 3.147
March 41.5 29.721 2.337
April 44.9 29.747 2.236
May 49.1 29.858 1.978
June 59.4 29.957 1.144
July 58.6 29.848 4.532
August 59.2 29.797 4.921
September 53.5 30.055 2.987
October 50.6 29.921 3.046
November

, 45.8 29.541 5.053
December 42.8 29.962 3.242

The register of meteorological results in the larger table

appended gives the mean temperature, mean height of barometer,

the rainfall in inches, the number of hours in which rain fell, the

average percentage of cloud to clear sky as adduced from two daily

observations, and the percentage of time westerly winds prevailed,

for the fifty-two weeks ending December 29th, 1877.

’ By these tables we see (1) that the mean temperature of the air

in 1877 was almost the same as in 1876, but the temperature of

the winter quarter was two degrees higher and of the summer

quarter two degrees lower in 1877 than in the corresponding

quarters of 187G
; (2) that the mean height of the barometer was a

little lower in 1877 than in 1876, lower in each quarter but the

last
; (3) that the rainfall in 1877 was nearly eight inches in excess
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of tho rainfall in 1876, markedly in excess in the first and third

quarters
;
and (4) that the proportion of cloud to clear sky was

greater, and westerly winds were more prevalent in 1877 than

in 1876.

In 1877 the mean temperature and mean barometer were a

little below the average, the rainfall notably in excess of the

average. There was no extreme winter cold, no intense summer

heat, and there was an absence of those sudden changes of weather

which in past years have often proved so prejudicial to the health of

the district.

The meteorology of the year naturally introduces the next

subject to be considered, the distribution of the mortality over the

four quarters, as the relative mortality of different portions of the

year must necessarily be affected by the atmospheric conditions

which have marked its progress. Of the deaths registered in 1877,

270 were entered to the first quarter, 247 to the second, 216 to the

third, and 262 to the fourth. Of the deaths registered in 1876,

317 were in the first quarter, 251 in the second, 223 in the third,

and 242 in the fourth
;
and in 1875 the numbers of the deaths

recorded in the four quarters were respectively 427, 308, 304, 323.

Thus in 1877 the total of the deaths assigned to the first quarter is

in excess of the total in any of the other quarters, but not greatly

in excess as in 1876 and 1875 ;
in 1877 also, as in the two years

which preceded it, the third quarter’s return of deaths is the lowest.

What is specially noticeable, however, is that the distribution of deaths

over the four quarters of the year under review is unusually equable.

The following table shows the relative mortality of the four

quarters to the annual mortality in each of the last three years
;
and

the mean relative quarterly mortality during the ten years ending

December 31st, 1876 :

—

Percentage of Quarters’ Deaths
to the Year’s. 1st.

Quarters.
2nd. 3rd. 4th.

Ill 1877 27.1 24.8 21.7 26.3
Ill 187(5 30.6 24.2 21.5 23.4
Ill 1875
Average percentage during

31.3 22.6 22.3 23.7

Ten Years ending Dec. 1876. 26.5 21.7 23.6 • 28.0
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Tho number of deaths registered in the first quarter being higher

than in any of the other quarters is not unusual, but the lowest

mortality return more frequently appears in the second quarter than

the third. Thus in the ten years 1867-7G the Death-rate of the

1st quarter was four times highest and twice lowest,

of the 2nd ,, never
,, five times ,,

5> 3rd „ once
,, three times ,, and

>> 4th ,, five times ,, never ,,

The first and last quarters recording more deaths than the intervening

quarters is of course due to the severity of most diseases being

augmented during the cold weather, and the spring quarter being

normally healthier than the summer quarter is due to the increased

prevalence of diarrhoea and intestinal inflammation between mid-

summer and Michaelmas.

We come now to a more important topic—the Death -causes.

Of the 995 deaths registered in 1877, 233, or 23.41 per cent, of

the whole number, were ascribed to zymotic diseases
; 147, or 14.77

per cent., to constitutional diseases
; 396, or 39.79 per cent., to

local diseases
; 136, or 13.66 per cent., to developmental diseases

;

60, or 6.03 per cent., to violence
;

and 23, or 2.31 per cent., to

causes not specified or ill-defined. In 1876 the proportion of deaths

from zymotic diseases to the whole number of deaths was 24-10 per

cent.
;

in 1875, 28.92 per cent, of the total of deaths were referred

to zymotic diseases.

Taking out the Death-rate per 1000 living, as respects each of

these six groups, and placiug them side by side with the corres-

ponding rates calculated from the mortality tables of 1875 and

1876, and the mean of the ten years ending December, 1876, we

see at a glance how the Death-causes of 1 877 compare with the

Death-causes of recent years.

Groups.

Annual Rate per 1010 Living-

1807 to 1876
Average.

1875. 1876. 1877.

Zymotic Diseases... 5.46 7.29 4.48 4.12

Constitutional Do ...
3.42 3.20 2.81 2.60

Local Do... 8.19 10.20 7.53 7.00

Developmental Do... 2.80 3.07 2.59 2.40

Violent Deaths 1.03 1.24 .99 1.06

Causes not Specified. .25 .20 .19 .40

—
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This table speaks for itself and shows how uniformly low was

the mortality from all the four groups of diseases. In 1876 the

Death-rate as regards each disease group was lower than in 1875

and than the average rate of the previous ten years
;

in

1877 the mortality under each of these four headings is again

lower.

We proceed next to analyse the Death-causes of the year, taking

each group in order as they occur in the table. Of the 283 deaths

ascribed to zymotic diseases 182 are entered to the so-called chief

zymotics, viz., 72 to smallpox, 6 to measles, 15 to scarlatina, 12 to

diphtheria, 11 to whooping-cough, 34 to fevers, and 32 to diarrhoea.

The remaining 51 are referred to what have been termed minor

zymotics—diseases less prevalent, less fatal, or less correctly

zymotic—viz., 17 to croup, 15 to malnutrition, G to syphilis, 4 to

thrush, 3 to puerperal fever, 2 to erysipelas, and one each to

dysentery, cynanche maligna, pyaemia, and intemperance.

The mortality from the principal and other zymotics in 1877 is

compared in detail with the mean zymotic mortality of the district,

during the ten years 1867-76, in the annexed table :

—

Zymotic Diseases.

Annual Rate per 1000
Living.

Difference.

1867-76
Average.

1877.

Smallpox .02 1.27 + 1.25
Measles .73 .10 — .63
Scarlatina 1.48 .26 —1.22
Diphtheria .19 .21 + .02
Whooping-cough .61 .19 — .42
Fevers .52 .60 + .08
Diarrhoea 1.04 .56 — .48
Other Zymotics .81 .90 + .09

The fatality of four of the sevon principal zymotics is thus shown
to be markedly below the average, of two but slightly above the

average. Two zymotic diseases were epidemic in the district in
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1877—smallpox during the first three quarters of the year, typhus

fever during the last quarter.

Birkenhoad is happily not often visited with smallpox. Since

the epidemic of 1868-65, when 195 persons died from the disease,

it has only once been prevalent in the town, viz., between May,

1870, and October, 1871, the resulting deaths being then 23. It

is true that a death was referred to this causo in 1874 and another

in 1876, and that at various times sporadic cases have been intro-

duced into the district by ships docking on this side the river, or

from Liverpool or other Lancashire towns
;
but thanks to the good

offices of the medical men in attendance in promptly reporting the

cases, the isolation of the infected subjects and the repressive

measures adopted, the imported disease has again and again been

kept within the limits of one house. Throughout 1876 the cases of

smallpox imported into the town were unusually frequent, but the

disease did not fairly get a footing in the district till December. All

the earlier cases, known to the sanitary authority, were at once

removed to hospital, with the exception of three children, who had

the disease in August in modified form, in a house in Jackson

Street. N ot one of these cases (particulars of which are given in

the Report for 1876), so far as can be ascertained, is in any way

connected with the epidemic of 1877.

Is there then evidence as to when the epidemic began and how

it was disseminated ? We hope to be able to show that there is.

In the last annual Report it was stated that towards the close of

December, 1876, the authority received advice of seven cases, six

of which were transferred to the Union Hospital, and one not

removed, and that these formed the initial cases of the local out-

break. This statement is inaccurate so far as regards the distribu-

tion of the patients, four, not six, being sent to the Union Hospital

;

but it appears certain that one or more of these seven cases

originated the outbreak, inasmuch as they were all notified during

the last week in the year, and for upwards of four weeks before no

case had been noticed or come to the knowledge of either the

sanitary or parish authority. Subjoined are some particulars of

these seven cases, including the date when each case was admitted
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to hospital or reported, the locality of each inflicted house, destina-

tion of patients, &c. :

—

When
Case

was re-

ported or

admitted.
1876.

Locality
of

Infected House.

Sex
and Age

of

Patient.

Destination
of

Patient.

On Eye
of

1st .Tan
,

1877.

Dec. 25. Cleveland Street.

Domain Street

F. 10. Union Hospital... Kemaining.

Seacombe M. 35. Fever Hospital... Kemaining.

„ 20. Field Street M. 11. Union Hospital... Bemaining.

„ 27. Beckwith Street. F. 12. Fever Hospital... Remaining.

„ 29. Field Street F. 3. Union Hospital... Dead.

tt tt Hope Street M. 8. Union Hospital... Dead.

t t tt Conway Street... M. 15. Not Removed ... Remaining.

Inquiry into the circumstances connected with the appearance

of smallpox in the above cases fails to show when or where any of

them became infected, but, in two instances at least, the conduct of

those in charge effectually secured the spread of the disease. The

second, third and fourth cases seem to have been removed almost

as soon as the malady was recognised, the fifth and sixth after the

lapse of one day, both having been reported on the 28th, and. the

remaining two (those in Cleveland Street and Conway Street) were

deliberately concealed. Let us take the Cleveland Street case first,

j

This was not reported till after the patient had been received into

i hospital, and subsequently the following information was obtained.

; The patient was a barmaid in the employ of her aunt, who kept a

|

small public-house in Watson Street. On or about the 19th, while living

I in this house, she showed signs of smallpox, and on the 24th, being

I then very ill, she went home to her mother, who rented a room in a

[large sub-let house in Cleveland Street. Here she remained but

lone night, admission to fhe Union Hospital being obtained for her

inext day, but the result of the one night’s lodging was that on

|January 11th, a younger sister (a child of eight, living with the

I

mother) sickened with smallpox, and she in turn communicated
the disease to the mother, who manifested a well-pronounced erup-

tion on January 26th. Meanwhile a servant employed in the

public-house in Watson Street, who had all along occupied the same
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bedroom as the barmaid, began to show signs of being infected, and
on January 3rd, there being then no doubt about the nature of the

disease, the landlady became alarmed, and made arrangements with

a woman who had been from time to time employed by her as a

charwoman to receive the patient. The charwoman accordingly

accepted the charge, and, on the night of the 3rd, the patient was
lodged at the charwoman’s house in Kinmel Street, from which she

was removed by the parish authorities on the 4th. There was no
subsequent case in this house, but on the 20th a lad living in the

same street, and not many doors off, was reported as having confluent

smallpox, and, though proof is wanting that this lad was in the

company of the infected woman or those who received her, it is at

least a remarkable coincidence that about a fortnight after the

woman visited the street (which is a very small one) the rash began

to appear in this poor lad. There can be little doubt as to the

motive which influenced the mistress of these patients in acting as

she did. She was simply doing what she considered the best for

herself— that is to say, the house was doing a brisk Christmas trade

and she did not wish to spoil it. Clearly, the patients must be got

rid of, but, had she applied to have them removed to the Fever

Hospital, she would have had to pay maintenance charges in respect

of them, and had she appealed to the parish authority there might

have been some difficulty in effecting the transfer, at all events in

the case of the niece. The easiest and simplest course to pursue

was to shift the burden from her own shoulders to those of others,
|

and to do this without loss of time. Possibly it did not occur to

her that in thus acting she was perilling the health of the whole

town. Indeed, it is more than probable that she never once thought

about the town, but viewed the matter from a purely business point

of view and dealt with it as her business instincts dictated. After

she was rid of the patients it might have been thought that ordinary

regard for her customers would have induced her to have the room

and bedding used by the patients cleansed and disinfected, but even

this was not done. Considering the grave nature of the offences
j

the Watson Street landlady was guilty of the penalty she suffered
j

was not severe. It was at first thought of charging her under the

second sub-section of the 126th clause of the Public Health Act,
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for that she being in charge of persons suffering from a dangerous

infectious disorder exposed such sufferers, but owing to tbe difficulty

of proving that the exposure was her act and not the voluntary act

of each patient it was decided to charge her under tbe third sub-

section of the clause mentioned, and also under the 128th clause.

She was accordingly summoned for letting, without previous disin-

fection, a part of a house in which infected persons had been

lodged, and for exposing without proper disinfection bedding

exposed to infection, and a fine of 20s. and costs was

inflicted.

As regards the Conway Street case, although it did not come to

tbe knowledge of the sanitary authority till December 29th, it was

then elicited that the patient had sickened about a week before

Christmas, and that the eruption had appeared on tbe 22nd. The

lower portion of the premises, in which this case occurred, had un-

fortunately been opened as cocoa-rooms a day or two before the

disease declared itself. And, apart from this, the house was one in

which a concealed case of smallpox was almost certain to do mis-

chief. On Sundays a Sunday School was held there, and on

various days in tbe week it was used as a meeting-house by

Foresters, Good Templars, a trade society, a co-operative society,

and three tontine clubs.

Here, as in the Watson Street case, a medical man had been

called in and smallpox was recognised, but tbe disease was much
modified by vaccination, and the friends may, on this account, have

been blinded as to tbe risk incurred. On the representation of the

sanitary authority the house was at once closed, and the patient

isolated as far as practicable, but on Januarj' 12th, that is just

fourteen days after the closing of the house, a young woman, who
lived with the family and assisted in tbe business, showed the

characteristic rash, and was transferred to the Fever Hospital.

Whether the concealed case in Conway Street was the means
of spreading the disease to any of those who frequented the house
before it was closed is difficult to say. Of course, that smallpox
was thus communicated is extremely probable, and, in one instance,

the patient’s friends attributed a confluent case to visits to the cocoa-
rocnns, and no other source of infection could be traced. This case

c
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was reported on January 11th, admitted to the Union Hospital on the

12th, and died on the 21st.

However this may have been, before the close of 187G the seeds

of the most dreaded of all epidemic diseases had been sown and

begun to germinate. Despite all precautions the case in Hope
Street, removed to the Union Hospital, was followed by two others

in the same house and two in the house adjoining. During the

first fortnight of 1877 no less than 18 cases were reported, and by

the end of January this number had been more than doubled. In

February fifty per cent, more cases were reported than in January,

and in March almost as many cases were reported as in the previous

two months. In each of the months in the second quarter of the

year the cases returned exceeded one hundred. After midsummer

the disease began to abate, the numbers of the cases reported in

July, August, September, and October being respectively 48, 33

11, and 7. Only one case was reported in November, and on

December 3rd this was certified as recovered. Thus the epidemic

extended over a period of nearly twelve months. The sum of the

cases reported during 1877 was G03, which, with the five cases

under treatment at the commencement of the year, makes G08 known

to the sanitary authority. Of these 120 were received into the

Fever Hospital, and 122 into the Union Hospital, the remaining

366 were not removed. Thus the number of those who remained

in charge of their friends greatly exceeded those isolated in hospital,

but this could not be avoided, as only in exceptional cases has the

sanitary authority any power to insist on the removal of patients,

and many small shopkeepers accepted the alternative of closing

their shops rather than submit to the removal of members of their

families. Then many of the sufferers were mere infants whom

it would have been impracticable to separate from their mothers,

many were mothers who were not so ill but that they could take

care of their little ones, many were husbands whose wives (per-

sonally protected by vaccination) were able and willing to nurse

them. Occasionally the removal of a single case involved nothing

less than the breaking up of a home, and such removals could only

be effected under a strong sense of duty and necessity. It is

interesting to notice that the proportion of cases removed to the
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number reported was greater at the beginning of the epidemic than

subsequently, and that as the epidemic progressed a relatively

larger number was retained by friends. Thus out of the 96 cases

returned in January and February 53, or 55 per cent., were

removed
;
of the 196 cases returned in March and April 78, or 39

per cent., were removed
;
of the 211 cases returned in May and

June 79, or 37 per cent., were removed
;
out of the 81 cases

returned in July and August 23, or 28 per cent., were removed ;

and out of the 19 cases reported during the remainder of the year

but 5, or 26 per cent., were removed.

When a patient, remaining in charge of his friends, was pro-

nounced well, he was required to present or send in to the officer of

health a certificate to this effect, duly signed by the medical man

in attendance, and on receipt of such certificate the premises occu-

pied by the patient, and the bedding made use of, were subjected to

the same treatment as they would have been in case of his death or

removal to hospital. In this way the officers of the sanitary

authority were able to follow up the epidemic closely. The actual

course of procedure, as soon as a smallpox patient was removed or

had recovered, was to subject the sickroom and its contents to the

influence of sulphurous acid for twenty-four hours, first carefully

occluding the chimney and pasting paper over the apertures round

or in the door and windows. The room was then entered, and the

bedding taken out and burnt on the nearest vacant land (compensa-

tion being given on the same day)
;

and lastly the house was

certified as requiring to be cleansed and disinfected forthwith, and a

notice served on the owner or agent to do the necessary work within

two days, the men employed for this purpose acting under the

supervision of an inspector. The middens in connection with

premises in which cases were retained received special attention, and
as soon as the premises were cleaned down the middens were

emptied and disinfected.

The monthly sum of cases discharged from hospital or certified

as recovered increased each month till April, when the maximum
reached was 106, and then diminished month by month till the end
of the year. The greatest number of deaths from smallpox
returned in one month was 23, the sum of the deaths ascribed to
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this cause in March. The proportion of deaths to reported

recoveries was at first very large, but it decreased as the year

advanced. Thus the recorded recoveries in January and February

were 57, the deaths 15 ;
the recorded recoveries in March and

April were 145, the deaths 33 ;
the recorded recoveries in May and

June were 174, the deaths 27 ;
the recorded recoveries during the

remainder of the year were 132, the deaths 18—that is to say the

proportion of deaths to recoveries at first about one to four

gradually fell till it was about one to seven and a half. The sum of

the Birkenhead mortality from smallpox during the year was 93,

being 15.28 per cent, of the reported cases. Of the 120 cases

received into the Fever Hospital 14, or 11.66 per cent., died
;
of

the 122 cases received into the Union Hospital 27, or 22.13 per

cent., died
;
and of the 366 cases treated at home 52, or 14.19 per

cent., died. As affording some explanation of the difference in the

mortality at the two hospitals, it should be mentioned that patients

sent to the Union Hospital were for the most part derived from the

residuum of the community, and were thus ill prepared to resist

the graver forms of acute disease. We would also draw attention to

the fact that though 52 represents the whole number of deaths of

patients treated at their own homes, 366 is not the actual number

of cases so treated, but merely the number reported. There may

have been, and very possibly were, a hundred or more cases

unknown to the sanitary authority, for there is no law making it

compulsory on householders or medical men to give the authority

any information in this respect, so that it is at least probable that

less than 14 per cent, of the home-cases died. Indeed, it would be

scarcely reasonable to suppose that in the absence of due provision

for securing advice of cases of infectious diseases the authority

could be cognizant of every case. Of the information which was

obtained only a portion was due to the courtesy of medical men or

the candour of the occupants of infected houses
;

intelligence of

many cases reached the authority, unsolicited, from the patients’

alarmed neighbours, and several concealed cases were brought to

light through the vigilance of the inspectors.

The particulars of two discoveries, made by one of the inspectors

in March, illustrate so well the shifts resorted to in keeping patients
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ont of sight, where there was a motive for concealment, that they

are deserving of notice here. The first offender was a woman

living in a large house in Beckwith Street, who maintained herself

and children by letting lodgings and taking in washing. An inspector,

on visiting this house, in the ordinary course of his duties, found a

lad manifestly suffering from smallpox hidden in the coal cellar.

The kitchen into which the cellar opened, and out of which the

patient had just been hustled, was at the time in use as a drying

room for clothes belonging to a family for wffiom the patient’s

mother washed. The case had been concealed for three weeks, and

the wife of a lodger on the first floor was already complaining of

sickness. In due course the lodger’s wife and one of her children

developed the eruption, the wife dying in a few days. Then an

infant belonging to a lodger in the hack parlour took the disease,

and about the same time an elder brother of the concealed patient.

Lastly a lodger in the front parlour w7ho, alarmed at the rapid

spread of the smallpox through the house, moved into a small

cottage in another street, showed the characteristic eruption ten

days subsequently. The second offender was a widow who kept a

shop in Market Street for the sale of provisions and milk. In a fowl-

house situated in a yard behind the premises the tenant’s two

daughters were discovered, both in an advanced stage of smallpox.

The medical officer at once visited the house, and the woman was

advised that the patients would have to be removed or the shop

must be closed till their recovery, when steps would be taken for

the disinfection or destruction of infected articles. The patients,

however, were not removed, and two days afterwards it was found

that goods were being sold from the shop, and a counterpane,

blankets, and pair of sheets from the patients’ room were airing in

the yard. Both these women were summoned, under the 126th

clause of the Public Health Act, for exposing infected bedding,

clothing, &c., and in each case a fine of 40s. and costs was
inflicted.

The following table has been prepared as the simplest form in

which a comprehensive view of the course of the epidemic could be
given. The column headed “ cases reported,” although it is not

assumed that every case was reported, fairly indicates the rise and
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progress of the disease
; the second, third, and fourth columns show-

how these cases were disposed of
;
the fifth column gives the sum

of the cases each month certified recovered or discharged from

hospital, and the last column the smallpox mortality in each

month :

—

1877. Casus
reported.

Admitted
to

Fever
Hospital

Admitted
to

Union
Hospital.

Not
removed.

Certified

recovered
Died.

Known to S.A. on
the eve of Jan 1st. 5 2 2 1

January 39 9 10 20 20 6
February 57 20 14 23 37 9
March 94 21 21 52 39 23
April 102 19 17 66 106 10
May 101 18 18 65 88 13
June 110 14 29 67 86 14
July 48 8 8 32 65 6
August 33 7 26 38 7
September 11 1 10 17 3
October 7 2 2 3 7 2

November 1 1 4
December 1

Total 608 120 122 366 508 93

It will be noticed that the total of cases certified as recovered is

only 508, whereas the sum of cases reported less the deaths is 515,

thus leaving 7 cases to be accounted for. In these cases no certifi-

cates could bo obtained— the patients had no medical attendant,

had moved away without leaving an address, or could not be

identified. Five were apparently light cases, two were

tonfluent.

It has been thought desirable to gather such information as

could be obtained as to the protected or unprotected state of the

subjects of the disease, and for this purpose extracts were made
;

from the registers of the two hospitals and the register of the

unremoved cases, care being taken to distinguish between tho cases
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vhicli recovered and those which terminated fatally. The infurma-

iion is embodied in the following table :

—

Destination and Result.

j
Vaccinated,

l i

Not

Vacc'cl

1

Unknown.

1

Fever Hospital 87 15 4

Union Hospital 43 19 33

Hot removed 93 38 183

Total Recovered 223 72 220

Fever Hospital 5 9

Union Hospital 2 10 is

Net removed 5 34 13

Total Hied 12 53 28

The large number of cases under the, heading “ unknown,” is

in part due to a considerable proportion of them not having been

reported till the eruption was sufficiently advanced to obliterate the

evidence of vaccination. The particulars are far from complete,

but, so far as they go, it is believed they are quite reliable. Thus,

as regards the patients admitted to the Fever Hospital or treated at

home, those entered as vaccinated displayed undoubted cicatrices

as attested by competent medical witnesses, and those entered as

not vaccinated were admittedly not vaccinated or without the

faintest marks. The mere assertions of patients or their friends

that they were vaccinated counted for nothing, as about

eighty per cent, of the patients entered in the third column

of the above table were reported as having been vaccinated

in infancy.

The testimony of the table in favour of the value of vaccination

as modifying smallpox may be thus summarized. Out of 515
patients who recovered 223, or 43.3 per cent., were known to have
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been vaccinated,* and 72, or 13.9 per cent., were known to have

been unvaccinated
;
whereas, out of the 93 patients who died of the

disease 12, or 12.9 per cent., were known to have been vaccinated,

and 53, or 5G.9 per cent., were known to have been unvaccinated.

From the first appearance of the outbreak advice was regularly

sent to the public vaccinator or vaccination officer of the cases

reported, in order that the vaccination of the members of infected

households might be inquired into, and that all unvaccinated and

imperfectly vaccinated subjects might be early warned of their

danger, and afforded the means of making themselves more secure.

This attempt to place free vaccination and re-vaccination within th6

reach of all immediately exposed to infection was, we regret to say,

only partially successful, owing to the one vaccination officer,

employed by the Union, being wholly unable to attend to all the

households notified. After the first quarter, however, additional

assistance was obtained, and not only the houses actually infected

but those adjoining them were visited and gratuitous vaccination

offered to the inmates. About the same time as the extra vaccina-

tion officers were appointed, directions were given for the opening

of the vaccination station daily
,
and special arrangements were made

for re-vaccination, the public vaccinator attending at the station

every Monday evening to give those employed during the day an

opportunity of presenting themselves. The extra officers were

* It is hardly necessary to say that in many of the vaccinated subjects

the operation had been only partially successful. The analysis of the

vaccination of the 87 vaccinated patients who recovered at the Fever Hospital

is as follows :

—

12 showed each one faint mark.

24
9 9 9 9

two ,,
marks.

11 JJ 99 three ,, 99

1 four faint marks.

7 each one distinct mark.

10 9 9 99 two 99 marks.

8 j 9 99 three 99 99

6 one 99 and one faint mark.

5 one 9 9
mark and two faint marks.

2 99 two 99 marks and one „ mark.

1 ,, two distinct and two faint marks.

The analysis of the vaccination of the five vaccinated patients who died

the Fever Hospital is as follows :

—

2 showed each one faint mark.

1 ,,
two faint marks.

1 „ five „ „
1 „ one distinct mark.
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taken on, and provision made for extra attendance at the vaccination

station, on the recommendation of Dr. Beard, Local Government

Board inspector, who attended a meeting of the Guardians, on

March 27th, to advise them as to the special measures the presence

of the smallpox epidemic called for. A further recommendation of

Dr. Beard, made on the same day, “ That the Guardians provide

sufficient hospital accommodation for smallpox cases, in the vicinity

of the Union Hospital, by erecting a temporary wooden

structure or otherwise,” does not appear to have been given

effect to.

It is very creditable to the owners and agents of property in

Birkenhead that only in five instances was a notice to cleanse and

disinfect premises infected from smallpox disregarded, In two of

these the alleged reason for the neglect was that the tenants were

liable, and the tenants eventually did the work required. Three

were summoned for not comptying with the terms of the notices

served, and orders obtained, which were, in due course, carried out.

Some idea of the wide diffusion of the disease in the district, and,

consequently, of the number of notices to disinfect it was necessary

to serve, may be gathered from the list of streets, where smallpox

cases occurred, which will be found in the appendix. This list

shows the number of cases, known to the sanitary authority,

occurring in each street, and how many of them were fatal, the

deaths of patients in the two hospitals being entered up to the

streets from which such patients were removed. Of course, when

subjects were treated at home it often happened that one notice to

disinfect referred to several cases in the same house, which were

either concurrent or followed one another in such quick succession

that before the first had recovered others had caught the disease.

The actual number of notices to cleanse and disinfect premises

served in respect of smallpox alone was 482.

Reference has already been made to a concealed case in

Conway Street, and another in Beckwith Street, to two cases con-

cealed on premises in Market Street, and to two cases in Watson
Street, which were first concealed and afterwards exposed. It has
been pointed out how' perilous such practices proved, in one case

u



alone being tbc means by which disease was communicated lo five

fellow-lodgers. Having said so much about tenants’ offences, it is

but fair to draw attention to an offence committed by a landlord, in

dealing with a smallpox tenant. It is well to notice the case, if only

to show that property owners are sometimes as self-seeking and

regardless of others as poor washerwomen and petty shopkeepers,

who could at least hove pleaded poverty in extenuation of their

conduct. A single man, who rented a room in a “ tenement"

bouse, in Elizabeth Street, became affected with smallpox in June.

Of this the landlord received advice, and making the patient get up

walked with him to the relieving office. Here he was very properly

told to take the patient back and call in a doctor
;

but, instead of

doing so, he took the patient to the waiting-room of the Borough

Hospital, already half full of patients. The disease was at once

pronounced to be smallpox, and the landlord was again tola to take

the man home. On leaving the hospital, however, the landlord

bribed the unfortunate patient with a shilling and a promise to remit

certain arrears of rent, not to return. The bedding and furniture

of the infected apartment were removed by order of the landlord

into a yard belonging to some stables in the same street
;
and the

patient, left to his own resources, begged a night’s lodging from a

charitable relative. Early next morning application was made to

the parish authorities and the patient removed forthwith. Though

he only remained twelve hours in his relative’s house, two of the

inmates caught the disease, and developed the eruption after the

lapse of the usual period of incubation. The landlord was

summoned for exposing a person suffering from smallpox and

for exposing infected bedding, and a fine of £5 and costs,

was inflicted.

It will readily be believed that the man from Elizabeth Street

was not the only smallpox subject who put in an appearance among

the out-patients at the Borough Hospital. Cases of the disease,

more or less modified, were on several occasions discovered in the

waiting-room of this institution, and it is probably to one of those

unwelcome visitors that the house-surgeou owes the attack from

which he suffered at midsummer.



Before we close this brief report on the epidemic, we must not

omit to notice with high commendation the exemplary conduct of

Inspectors Mouutfield and Spann throughout the whole trying time

of the visitation. During four months of the year (March, April,

May and June) it is no exaggeration to say that their work was

nearly doubled, and, from New Year’s Day to the end of August,

they were often kept employed till late in the evening, and not un-

frequently the best part of the night. The particular duties

demanded of them, it is needless to say, were painful and disagree-

able, and involved some risk to themselves and their families, yet

they were always performed fearlessly and cheerfully. Their reward

will he the consciousness of work well done. It is, however, pleas-

ing to record that the Health Committee formally recognised their

appreciation of the inspectors’ diligence, and awarded them a small

money grant for special services.

Measles and scarlatina, the two diseases which follow smallpox in

the list of zymotics, contributed very little to the Death-rate of the

locality in 1877. The mortality from measles was about a seventh

of the mean mortality, that from scarlatina about a sixth of the mean

mortality. Indeed, the comparative freedom from these diseases

enjoyed by the district, during the year, is not less remarkable than

the prevalence of smallpox. We do not like to speak of one

zymotic disease being vicarious of others, because this would seem to

imply that the presence of one or other zymotic was regarded as

normal and inevitable, still it is a fact that during the special preva-

lence of one febrile disease allied diseases are frequently in abeyance.

Thus, the sum of the deaths referred to a particular epidemic cannot

be regarded as so many added to the deaths which would have

occurred had no such epidemic appeared. Again, a large percentage

of the victims of an epidemic are weakly, and ill-fed and ill-

housed, conditions which predispose them to receive any disease

which may happen to be endemic or epidemic in the locality, and it

is only reasonable to assume that many of them, if they had not

been overtaken with smallpox or other allied disease, would not have

lived to the end of the year.

The district was also unusually exempt from whooping-cough, the

mortality from which was about a third of the mean
; and from
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diarrhoea, the mortality in this' case being about half the mean.

The mortality from diarrhoea, it may be remarked, was in 1877

exceptionally low throughout England and Wales.

The number of deaths ascribed to diphtheria or “ diphtheritic

croup ” is slightly in excess of the average. As this disease has

the evil reputation of being in some way associated with a sewage

miasm, every reported death from it was made the subject of

inquiry. The results, however, did not tend to support the

favourite theory of origin of diphtheria, and it is just possible

some of the deaths thus entered may have been due to

scarlatina. All the subjects returned as having succumbed to

the disease were children, and not a single fatal case occurred in

June, July, August, September, and October, the months in which

it may be presumed miasmata would be most abundant.

Fever was both more prevalent and more fatal, but only towards

the close of the year. Without counting a fatality attributed to

intermittent fever (ague) the sum of the deaths from fever is 33,

of which 24 were registered during the last quarter. Two of the

24 appear simply as “ fever,” 8 as typhoid or enteric fever, and 14

as typhus. We have very little hesitation in saying that the 24

were probably all cases of typhus. The disease made its

appearance in Byrom Street, which is not a street but a paved

court closed at one end. Parallel to it is a second paved court,

called Byrom Place, which communicates with the first by means of

a back passage, the row of houses dividing the courts being “back to

back.” Nearly all the houses in both courts are let room by room,

and the price demanded is sufficiently low to prove an attraction to

the very poor. During the smallpox epidemic no less than 20

cases had been returned from these courts, and when typhus broke

out the inhabitants were probably in an unusually depressed condi-

tion. However this may be the fever spread nearly to the same

extent as the smallpox had done, and by the middle of October it

had been communicated to the Orderly courts, and soon after to

some adjacent houses in Queensbury Street and Brook Street. So

rife was the fever in the Orderly courts, in the course of a few

weeks, that it was thought desirable to close up Orderly Avenue

and Orderly Residence, and they were kept closed for about
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three months. From the time of the first appearance of the fever

in Byrom Street cases were returned almost promiscuously as

typhus or typhoid, but there are grounds for believing the fever

was throughout one and the same, i. e. typhus*

The saddest result of the outbreak is the death of the practi-

tioner who assiduously attended many of the earlier cases of the

disease. Dr. (xlyn was a young man of great promise, and the

poor for whom he laboured so earnestly will not lightljr forget him.

He was appointed junior house-surgeon to the Borough Hospital on

October 24th, 1876, and he died on November 11th, 1877, after

one week’s illness, aged 23 years.

The perils incidental to the profession of medicine are well

exemplified when of the two resident surgeons in a provincial

hospital one catches smallpox from the dispensary patients in June,

and the other dies at his post with typhus, contracted from home-

patients, in November.

The Death-causes classed together as “ other zymotics” account

for a considerable proportion of the zymotic mortality. The

weekly register shows that more than three-fifths of these deaths

were entered to croup and malnutrition—the victims of both

diseases being all infants or young children.

The two next classes of disease, though grouped together for

convenience sake, have nothing in common. The first class

accounts for 36 deaths, the second for 111 deaths. Of the so-

called diathetic diseases, which proved fatal, 22 were referred to

cancer, 7 to dropsy, 4 to gangrene, and 3 to rheumatism and gout.

Of the tubercular diseases, which proved fatal, 89 were referred to

phthisis, 16 to tubercular meningitis or hydrocephalus, and 3 each to

scrofula and tabes mesenterica. The Death-rate of each of these

classes is taken out and compared with corresponding rates,

adduced from the mean of the ten
3
ears 1867-76, in the table

presented :

—

* The medical officer made a post mortem examination of one of the
earliest victims of this disease in Byrom Street on September 11th, and
subsequently on several other subjects, and in no case was there any trace of
the characteristic lesions of typhoid.
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Annual Rato per 1000
Living.

Difference.

1867-76
Average. 1877.

Diathetic Diseases .61

2.80

.63

1.96
+ .02

—.84Tubercular Do

It has been already pointed out that the local diseases Death-

rate for 1877 compares favourably with the mean rate. The Death-

rates as regards diseases of the brain and lungs are notably below the

average. Indeed there is scarcely a single “ local” disease the

mortality from which was in excess during 1877, except Bright’s

disease. Of the whole number of local diseases appearing on the

deaths’ register 110 were entered to diseases of the brain, &c., 42

to diseases of the heart and blood vessels, 169 to diseases of the

respiratory apparatus, 51 to diseases of the stomach and bowels, &c.,

17 to diseases of the kidneys and bladder, and 7 to non-malignant

disease of the uterus, diseases of the bones, joints, &c. The Death-

rates of these several classes in 1877 are compared with the corres-

ponding rates adduced from the mean of the previous ten years in

the next table.

Local Diseases.

Annual Rale per 1000
Liring.

Difference.

18B7—76
Average.

1877.

Diseases of Brain, &c 2.53 1.94 -.59

,, Heart, &c .76 .74 —.02

„ Lungs, &c 3.45 2.99 -.46

,,
Stomach, &c 1.00 .90 —.10

,,
Kidneys, <ftc

,,
Uterus, Bones, and

.26 .30 + .04

Skin .16 .12 -.04

In respect of the four Death-causes grouped together as

<i developmental diseases'
1 the Death-rate of 1877 also compares

advantageously with previous years. The accidents or diseases which

result in premature birth, the conditions incidental to tedious or
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complicated labour, the irritation set up during teething and the

diseases due to defective nutrition, were all less fatal in the year

under review than in the mean of the preceding ton years. Though

the number of deaths actually registered as from “ old age” is equal

to the average, it has been shown that an unusually large portion of

those who died during the year were advanced in life. No less

than 19 were upwards of eighty, and one woman said to have died

from bronchitis was in her hundredth year. The comparison of the

mortality from developmental diseases in 1877, with the corres-

ponding mean mortality, is given helow.

Developmental Diseases.

Annual Kate per 1000
Living

Difference.

1867—76
Average. 1877.

Premature Birth, Teething, &c. .81 .65 —.16
Childbirth .16 .10 -.06
Old Age .53 .53
Atrophy and Debility 1.29 1.11 —.18

The number of violent deaths, it will he noticed, shows no

decrease in 1877. Rather more than half are returned as crushes

or falls.

The number of deaths referred to “ visitation of God,” or to

diseases too ill-defined to admit of their being classed, is decidedly

higher in 1877 than in recent years. This appears to he due less

to an increase in inquests than to an increase in ambiguously worded

certificates of the cause of death. Medical men must he quite in-

different to the purposes to which these certificates are to be applied

when they fill them in assigning deaths to coma, haamorrhao'e,

tumour, or natural causes. It may seem almost incredible, but it

is none the less true, that in 1875 a medical practitioner in Birken-

head filled in a certificate-form ascribing the death of a woman,
aged about 35 years, to “natural causes,” and that the certificate

was accepted by the Registrar, and the information (?) contained, in
due course, entered in the register.

Not all the Death -causes which are classified represent diseases
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or symptoms which have boen observed and certified by medical men
in attendance or verdicts following official inquiries. In 1877, as in

previous years, a significant proportion of the Death-causes were

entered in the register on the doubtful testimony of deceased per-

sons’ friends or relatives, of neighbours who “ came in to see the

end,” of herbalists, midwives, &c. In an analysis of the mortality

of a district the number of such deaths should always be noted

;

accordingly it has been the practice in Birkenhead to require the

Registrars to mark in the returns every death not certified by a

registered practitioner or made the subject of a coroner’s inquest. In

1875, out of 1,362 deaths registered, 52 were marked “not certified,”

that is 3.8 per cent, of the whole number. In 1876, out of 1,033

deaths registered, 24, that is 2.3 per cent., were thus marked. In

1877, out of the 995 deaths registered, 34, that is 3.4 per cent.,

were thus marked. Of the 34, 7 (4 males and 3 females) were 20

years and upwards, the rest were all below 14 years of age, 21 (6

males and 15 females) being infants under twelve months old. The

causes of the 34 deaths have been entered, in accordance with the

statements of persons giving information to the Registrars, as

follows :

—

11 to zymotic diseases, viz. :—

7

1

1

1

1

to smallpox,

to scarlatina,

to typhus,

to diarrhoea, and

to thrush.

1 to apoplexy,

1 to paralysis,

9 to convulsions,

1 to disease of liver,

, 7 to premature birth,

1 to teething,

1 to old age, and

2 to debility.

It has been ascertained that the typhus fever case in the above

list, and five of the seven cases of smallpox, were in charge of a

practitioner who, though not registered, has a registerable qualifica-

tion. In respect of the other 28 cases, it may be fairly assumed
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professional advice was not obtained, and probably not sought.

The street register, which will be found with other tabular

matter at the end of this Report, specifies the localities where

deaths from all causes and zymotic diseases occurred. In 1877,

as in 1876, Brook Street and St. Anne Street head the list with the

highest totals of deaths from all causes. The register for 1877

refers 36 deaths to Brook Street, and 29 to St. Anne Street. In

1876, 35 were referred to Brook Street and 34 to St. Anne Street.

The next highest death totals appear opposite Price Street, Beck-

with Street, Dock Cottages, and Chester Street. The streets

occurring most frequently in the death returns are, however, not

necessarily those yielding the highest Death-rates, In Birkenhead,

no less than in other towns, the mortality is relatively highest in

the less important streets. Even in years when the district has

enjoyed comparative immunity from epidemic disease this has been

noticed, and during the prevalence of an epidemic the increased

Death-rate in the back streets and courts is very marked. Thus

the highest Death-rate obtained in Orderly Avenue, Orderly

Residence, Byrom Street, Denbigh Street, and Oak Street
;
and a

high rate in Howard Street, Kent Place, Byrom Place, Field Street,

Wilson Street, and White Street. Then follow Back Beckwith

Street, Frederick Street, Edgar Street and Leicester Street, Eldon

Place and Thomas Street, all showing a higher Death-rate than was

returned from Brook Street or St. Anne Street. Note especially

Orderly Avenue and Residence, two paved courts, each but 24

yards in length, return 10 deaths, all of which were from zymotic

diseases
;
Byrom Street, a paved court 89 yards long, returns 13

deaths, 7 of which were from zymotic diseases, and Denbigh Street,

a paved court 52 yards long, returns 8 deaths, 4 of which were
from zymotic diseases. It may be remembered that among the

localities yielding the highest Death-rate in 1876 Byrom Street was
conspicuous.

The street in which the greatest number of deaths from zymotic
diseases occurred during 1877 was of course Livingstone Street,

this being the situation of the Fever Hospital. The zymotic
mortality referred to St. Anne Street comes next. The sum of
such deaths in 1877 in St. Anne Street was 11, in 1876 it was 12.

E
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The zymotic Death-rate, as we have already pointed out, was

highest in the Orderly courts and Byrom Street, which were

within a few short months successively visited by smallpox and

typhus.

The number of deaths returned as taking place in “Birkenhead”

declines year by year. In 1876 only eleven deaths were

thus reported, in 1877 only nine. Probably all these were sudden

deaths—casualties in the streets or at the docks, &c.

Next to the street register is Table V., showing the mortality

month by month throughout the year. The Death-rate from all

causes and zymotic diseases rose and fell repeatedly. The genera

Death-rate ranged from 13.34 to 22.77, the zymotic rate from

2.07 to 7.36. The highest mortality from all causes and zymotic •

diseases obtained in December.

Table YI. gives the “ description ” of all those whose deaths

have been registered during the year. The information is furnished

in each case by the person registering the death, and is, doubtless,

trustworthy.
.

The table is of some use as supplying the material

for making a rough estimate of the effect of the year’s mortality on

the local community. It shows the loss sustained by the pro-

fessional and commercial classes, the artisan and labouring classes,

and that largest class of all, the non-productive. Those employed

in any recognised form of skilled or unskilled labour may see here

the sum of the deaths referred to fellow-workers in the district.

The number of bread-winners removed by death from the local

community in 1877, is ascertained thus:—the first two columns of

Table VI. are cast and added together, giving 293, and from this

are subtracted those described as gentlemen, pensioners, annui-

tants, retired tradesmen, and “ unknown,” in all 16, which leaves

277. The loss to the local community of bread-winners, estimated

in this manner, rvas, in 1876, 227, and in 1875, 250. Of course it

• does not follow that evei’yone described as belonging to a particular

trade or calling was necessarily working for a living within a reason-

able time of his or her decease, nor that everyone described as a

son, daughter, wife or widow was non-productive or merely occupied

with domestic duties. A large proportion of those returned as sons

and daughters would be partially self-supporting, but it is fair to
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assume that nearly all would be, to some extent, dependent foi

maintenance on the heads of the families to which they belonged.

The number of those who must have been wholly dependent on

others may be readily estimated from the age table.

Notwithstanding the extraordinary demands on the time and

energies of the working staff, during the prevalence of the epidemic,

the routine sanitary operations undertaken by the department have

received unremitting attention. House-to-house inspections of the

co!tage property in the district have been regularly made, gullies

and passage drains have been periodically cleansed, public fountains,

&c., have been scoured and kept in order, and the systematic removal

of ashpit refuse at stated intervals has been carefully superintended.

The summary of nuisances investigated and dealt with, during

1877, as usually returned to the Local Government Board on a

form supplied, is as follows :

—

Number of nuisances reported 593

Number abated without formal notice 42

Number of formal notices given 551

Number abated after formal notice and without

proceedings 544

Number of cases in which proceedings were taken ... 7

Number abated after proceedings 7

The proceedings referred to do not include those taken, in con-

nection with the epidemic, for exposing infected persons or things

or not disinfecting infected premises
; but for creating or not abating

nuisances as defined by the Public Health Act. In one case only

the proceedings were not under the Public Health Act, and the

offence was not technically “ causing a nuisance.” The person

charged had been letting as a dwelling a cellar in a court, and con-

tinued to do so after being cautioned. She was prosecuted under a

local Act (6 Vic., cap. 13) convicted and fined.
it

The other measures taken in 1877 for correcting or getting rid

of whatever appeared to bo prejudicial to health, were :

Sanitary defects reported by the inspectors and

referred for the action of the Town Surveyor ... 94
Houses or parts of houses specially disinfected with

sulphurous acid or other disinfectants 686
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Notices to whitewash and efficiently cleanse dirty

houses given and complied with 88
Parcels of infected bedding and clothes destroyed*... 495

Carcases of dogs and cats removed from pools or

waste land and buried 57
The Superintendent of Markets and Abattoir, Mr. Gregory, has

furnished the following particulars of meat, unfit for human food,

seized and destroyed -

Beef 4607 lbs.

Do. (tinned) 7344 }>

590 „
Veal 604 „
Poi’k 2210 „
Bacon 499 ^

Pigs’ tongues 276 „

Meat seized in 1877 16,130 lbs.

The carcases of three bullocks which died on board a stock-

carrying vessel, lying in the Morpeth Dock, were also destroyed by

order of the sanitary authority. They were not scaled, but the

weight has been estimated at 2400 lbs. gross.

A small lot of fish (18 lbs.) was seized by the Markets’

Superintendent.

As the management of the Fever Hospital forms no inconsi-

derable portion of the work of the department, this Report would be

incomplete without some account of the service the institution has

had the good fortune to render the local community in 1877. The

test of the usefulness and efficiency of a hospital for the accommo-

dation of cases of infectious disease is how it bears the strain when

the district it serves is visited by an epidemic. At such times, if

the rule of the house be too lax or too stringent, if the regulations

regarding the admission of patients be too complicated, if there be a

weak point in the administration from whatever cause, it at once

becomes apparent. Even a prejudice against a hospital is sufficient

to mar its usefulness, and the absence of any prejudice against it

* The compensation given fox- the bedding and clothes destroyed by

direction of the sanitary authority amounted to £499 10s. 6d. for the year

ending December 31st, 1877.
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at a time when its resources are taxed to the utmost may be

accepted as fair evidence that it is conducted with care and skill.

The Birkenhead Fever Hospitel may, we believe, lay claim to have

passed this test with credit, while the numerous applications for

admission to its wards during the year, and the gratitude of the

patients received, afford the best proof the institution has the good-

will and confidence of those for whose benefit it was established.

Indeed, all through an exceedingly anxious period, the little villa

hospital, in Livingstone Street, has done its work nobly. It has

more than fulfilled the expectations of those who provided it, for

surely the most sanguine friends of the institution could never have

anticipated that in the second year of its existence it would accommo-

date nearly two hundred patients. The Fever Hospital, it will be

remembered, was only opened in February 1876, and during 1876
the sum of the patients admitted was 24. During 1877 the exact

number of the patients accommodated was 194, five of which were

in the hospital at the beginning of the year. Of the whole number
134 were derived from the Birkenhead improvement district. A
list of the localities making use of the hospital, with particulars of

the specific diseases of the patients I'eceived from each, is given

below :

—

Localities.
Smallpox.

Measles

Scarlatina.

Typhus

Fever.

Enteric

Fever.

Syphilis.

Pneumonia.

No

disease.

Birkenhead (Impt. D.)

Tramnere
Oxton
Seaeomke
Egremont
Liscard

Wallasev
New Brighton
New Ferry
West Kirby
Vessel in dock

Total

120
1

4

15

24

3

2

2

1

2 2

2

8

'l i

1

"i

1

”l

1

"i

172 2 4 9 1 1 1 4
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The case of secondary syphilis and the case of pneumonia were

of course sent in By mistake, the first being certified as smallpox,

the other as typhus fever. The patient suffering from pneumonia

was retained in the hospital till his recovery, the patient suffering

from syphilis was discharged as irregular. One of the cases in the

column headed “no disease” was a young woman sent to hospital on a

certificate that she was suffering from smallpox : she was kept in a

few days, re-vaccinated and then discharged. Two in this column

were infants admitted with their mothers, and one was a mother

admitted with her infant.

The hospital, which contains fourteen beds for adults, and four

for children, was during the height of the epidemic more than once

quite full, and for a short time in October (from the 5th to the

15th) it was without a patient.

A summary of hospital particulars is subjoined :

Diseases. Males. Females. Recovered Died. Remaining

Smallpox—admitted 90 79 149 20

,, remaining 2 1 3 ... ...

Measles ,, 1 1 2 ... ...

Scarlatina-admitted 2 2 3 1

Typhus fever „ 4 5 6 3

Enteric ,, ,,
1 i ...

Syphilis ,, i ...

Pneumonia ,,
1 l ...

No disease „ ... 4 ...

Total 101 93 159 27 3

Thus out of the 189 cases treated in the hospital during the year

27 died, that is to say 14-28 per cent. Taking the smallpox cases

separately, we find that out of 169 but 20 died, that is to say 11-83

per cent., and this as we have shown before is not a high rate.

The fatality from typhus fever certainly is exceptional, but we have

no hesitation in saying this was simply due to the patients’ friends

having put off sending them to hospital till it was too late. For

instance, one young man who was being treated at horns’ was so

negligently watched he was suffered to escape to the roof of the

house—after nearly two hours his friends succeeded in coaxing him
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down and then he was transferred to the Fever Hospital. Another

escaped typhus patient was discovered, half-dressed, wandering in

Hamilton-street, and brought to hospital by the police in a cab.

A third patient, a young woman far advanced in typhus, in charge

of friends, eluded their vigilance and got access to some spirits.

She was brought into hospital tipsy, and died in fifteen hours. The

three typhus patients remaining in hospital at the end of the year

all recovered.

At the close of the annual Report it has been our practice to

notice any measure affording increased facilities for sanitary

operations which the year has added to the Statute Book. Looking

back now on the labours of last session, what do we find has been

accomplished ? The fair promise of the early months of the Session

has not been kept. The Public Health (Metropolis) Bill, the Public

Health (Ireland) Bill, the Factory Acts Bill, and the Sale of Food

and Drugs Act Amendment Bill have all come to grief. The one

sanitary enactment Parliament produced in 1877 was the Canal

Boats Act, and in this case the provisions of the measure can

scarcely be considered in accordance with approved principles as

laid down in modern works on hygiene.

FRANCIS VACI-IER.

Birkenhead, May, 1878.
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TABLE il. Weekly Register of Deaths in Birkenhead and Claughton-cum-Grangc for the Year ending December 31st, 1877.

CAUSES OF DEATH.

lss I.—Smallpox
Measles
Scarlatina

Diphtheria

Whooping-cough
Fever
Typhus Fever

Enteric Fever
Intermittent Fever

Diarrhoea . .

Dysentery
Croup
Cynanche Maligna
Thrush
Erysipelas

Puerperal Fever
Pyaemia
Syphilis

Malnutrition

Intemperance

H—Dropsy
Cancer
Gangrene
Rheumatism
Gout

ITT .—Scrofula

Hydrocephalus
Tubercular Meningitis

Phthisis

Tabes Mesenterica

IV.—Inflammation of Brain, <fcc

Apoplexy
Paralysis

Epilepsy
Convulsions

Disease of Brain

V.—Disease of Heart
Disease of Arteries

Embolism
Phlebitis

VI.—Laryngitis

Bronchitis

Pneumonia
Laryngismus Stridulus

Asthma
Disease of Lungs

VII.—Stomatitis

Inflamed Throat

Disease of Stomach and Bowels.
Peritonitis

WEEKS.

3 4

1

2

il

1
1 ..

1

1 2

Intestinal Obstruction
Hernia
Disease of Liver
Hepatitis

Vlli.—Disease of Kidneys
Disease of Bladder

~~ Nephritis

IX.—Disease of Uterus
X.—Caries

Disease of Joints

XII.—Premature Birth
Malformation, &e
Teething

XIII —Childbirth

XIV —Old Age

,

XV.—Atrophy and Debility

,

XVI-—Accidentally Killed :—Burns and Scalds

Drowning
Crushes
Falls

Poison
Suffocation . .

.

Exposure to cold

Suicide :—Poison
Pound Dead in Bed

,, Drowned
Causes not specified or ill-defined

2 .

.

910 11

3 l 1

. 1

i

.

l ..

i

1

2 1

ij::

i i

1

2

l

.

Miif.... 11
Fe -Ulus

I
7

12

712
91

14
812

1 .

17

13

1st

Qr.
1415 16

1 1

811
413

9

411
11

17

11
714

17 139

14131

18

3 ..

012
3 10

20 21

. 1

22 23 2425 26

3 2

1 .

13 14

5 14

15

8 11

2nd

Qr.

33

3 2

27 28

WEEKS.

29

14

9 10 11

10 1

30 32

8 6

7 7

119

128

1

]j.

.

‘I

2 1

•l
1

1 ..

.. 1

1 1

r

2 2 3

12

8 10

5 11

36 38 39

910
10 16

912
9

3rd

Qr.
40 41

2 ..

10

1 ..

10

42

1 ..

43

121

95
11

44 45

2

1 2

46 47 48 49 50 51

V

7 10

1

. . 1
. 1

3 2 1

1 ..

. .

.

1 2

1 ...

9
612

1716
6

1213
910

52

4th

Qr.

7 14 22 147

101013115

72

6

15
12

11

3

18
12

1

32
1

17
1

4
2

3

1

0

15

1

7

22
4

2

1

3

9

7

89

3

14

21

7

4

53
11

37

3
|

1
•

1

5

110

51
1

1

1

1

2

23
1

3

1

2

14

4
13

3

1

1

1

5

25

5

7

6

30
63
8
1

18
13

3

3

1

1

6

6
23

995

The w.cks end January 7th, 14th, 21st, &c., the last week in the year including one day extra.





TABLE III.

WEEKLY CONDENSED REGISTER OF DEATHS AND METEOROLOGICAL RESULTS

FOR 1877.

CAUSES OF DEATH.
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 11 12 13

1st

Qr.

I.—Zymotic Diseases 5 3 2 5 7 2 1 3 6 4 4 S 7 57

2 2 1 1 1 1 i 9

ITT —Tubercular Diseases i 3 2 G 2 3 1 3 5 1 3 4 34

IY.— Diseases of Brain, Nerves, &c 3 1 2 3 3 3 2 4 ... 1 i 2 25

V.— Diseases of Heart and Blood Vessels... i 1 2 i 3 2 2 1 13

VI.—Diseases of Lungs, Arc 2 5 4 6 3 4 5 3 ... i 4 4 8 49

VH.— Diseases of Stomach, Liver, &c 2 3 1 2 1 4 1 i ... 1 2 18

1 1 i 2

1 1

1 i 1
i

1 1 1 2 .. 1 4 3 13

1 1 2

XIV.—Old Age 1 i 1 2 i 1 1 i i 1 10

XV.—Atrophy and Debility
j

2 2 i ... 1 1 1 2 1 1 12

1 1 2 1 1 2 1 9 O 9 1 1 17

Causes not specified or ill -defined ... i i 2 1
.

1

1 1 1
7

j

TOTAL FROM ALL CAUSES 18 23 16 20 2G 1G 25 15 2215 18 2531 270
Males 11 9 7 12 14 9 17 4 13 4 1111:17 139
Females

i ?
4

I

9 8 12 7 811
1

911
1

7 14 14 131

14 15 16

9 22

012
310

17 18

16

13

19 20

19,29

5|l4

14 15

21
I

I II
22 23 24'25'2G

2nd
Qr-

13 247
6119
7|128

Percentage o’ time Wind blew fi’om S., S.W,
W., N.W

ATeiage percentage of Cloud to Clear Sky

Rainfall in Indies

Rainfall as to Hours

Thermometer Means

Barometer Means, reduced to Sea Level and
to 32° Fahrenheit

| |

1

1

1 3rd
1 4th

27 28 29 30 31 32 3t 34 35 36 37 36 39 Qr. 40 41 42 43 44 4546 47 48 49 50 51 52 Qr. <
w

1 4 2 G 5 4 i 3 3 4 5 1 4 47 4 4 4 3 5 5 4 5 5 8 8 11 5 71 233
2 1 1 e 1 2 10 1 1 1 1 3 7 36

3 2 2 2 4 3 3 3 3 2 1 28 2 2 1 1 3 2 3 3 2 1 5 25 in
2 7 2 3 1 7 3 2 1 2 4 36 1 3 1 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 18 110
1 1 1 2 2 1 8 2 1 1 1 1 6 42
3 4 i 1 i 1 3 2 4 2 22 1 5 5 2 4 6 8 8 7 3 2 4 5 63 169

i 2 1 i 3 3 1 12 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 11 51
1 1 2 1 1 1 1 4 17

1
1 i 2 1 1 6

i 3 1 1 6 3 1 2 1 3 10 37
1 1 1 1 2 6

2 1 1 4 9 9 4 30
2 o 3 1 i 4 2 2 2 19 3 2 2 2 2 3

*4
18 63

1 1 3 2 1 2 1 2 1 14 2 2 2 2 4 1 4 17 60
1 1 1 1 1 5 1 2 1 ] 5 23

14 20 15 17 19 20 13 21 13 14 14 15 15 216 20 13 17 13 15 18 24 22 21 23 17 24 35 262 995
11 8 10 6 Q 10 9 12 10 8 9 9 10121 11 6 7 7 9 6 17 !6 12 13 7 14 22 147 526
3 12 5 11 16 i S 3 6 5 8 5 95 9 7 10 6 6 12 7 6 9 10 10 10 13 115 469
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The Meteorological Results are for the 52 weeks ending December 29th, 1877.
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TABLE IV.

STREET REGISTER OF DEATHS.

Streets.

Total

frem

all Causes.
From

Zymotic

Diseases

only.

Streets.
Total

from

all
Causes.

From

Zymotic

Diseases

only,

i

Abbey Street 2 0 Cambridge Place.. 4 0
Abbot Street 3 1 Denbigh Street ... • 8 4
Albion Street 3 0 Ruthin Street . .

.

1 0
Castle Buildings... 1 0 Wrexham Street... 1 0
Hamilton Terrace. 3 2 Wynnstav Street.. 4 1

WilbraliamTerrace 1 0 Borough Hospital ... 33 5

Alfred Road 2 o Borough Road 6 o

Alma Street 1 o Brandon Street 2 1

Argvle Street 2 1 Brassey Street 5 2

Arthur Street 4 2 Laxey Terrace ... 1 0

Ashville Road 1 o Bridge Street 7 1

Austin Street 1 0 Bridge End Ter-

Chapel Place 1 0 race 1 0

Back Beckwith Street 10 4 Bright Street 2 0

Back Camden Street. 0 0 Brook Place 4 2

Campbell Terrace. 1 0 Brook Street 36 7

Back George Street.. 1 0 Ivy Bank 1 0

Back Myrtle Street.. 1 0 Ross Terrace 1 1

Back Oliver Street... 1 0 Brougham Street ... 1 0

Back Price Street ... 1 0 Camden Street 6 0

Back St. Anne Street 2 0 Camperdown Street.. 3 0

St. Anne’s Terrace 1 0 Cardigan Street 4 2

Rpll’n Road 1 0 Caroline Place 1 1

Prince’s Terrace... 2 0 Cathcart Street 10 3

1 o Chapel Street 4 0

Rn.rfrm Street, . 3 1 Chester Street 18 2

Beckwith Street 23 7 Carpenter Row ... 1 0

5 0 Eton Place 1 0

Bedford Street 1 1 Windsor Place ... 2 1

Bentinck Street 11 2 Church Street 6 0

Bentinck Terrace. 1 0 Clarendon Street ... 2 0

Bertha Street 2 0 Claughton Road ... 15 5

9 0 Clayton Street 1 0

Blackpool Street . .

.

4 1 Cleveland Street . .

.

12 2

Zymotic

Diseases

only.

1
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TABLE IV.

—

Continued.

Streets
Total

from

all

p

• ©
" loa
5

s a g

3 N «

P

Streets.

Total

from

all

—

•
*3

r!
fl .H°

2 o g o
- U g 05

3

"I
5

Cleveland Avenue 1 0 Wilks’ Court l 0

Bussell Place 3 1 Williams’ Cottages l 0
Clifton Boad 4 0 Gillbrook 2 0
Cole Street 1 0 Gladstone Street .

.

1 0
Conway Street 10 8 Gore Street 1 0
Kent Place 5 3 Grace Street 1 o

Corporation Boad ... 3 0 Grange Lane 12 0
Industrial Schools 1 0 Grange Boad 1 1

Cottage Street 2 0 Grange Street 2 0
Cromwell Street 0 0 Grosvenor Boad ... 1 0

Taylor’s Buildings 1 0 Halkin Street 3 0
Crown Street 4 1 Hamilton Lane ... 1 1

Dacre Street 6 0 Hamilton View ... 1 0
Dale Street 1 0 Hamilton Square ... 5 0
Davies Street 5 1 Hamilton Street . .

.

2 0
Derby Street 2 0 Hampton Street 3 1

Devonshire Boad ... 2 0 Havelock Street 1 1

Dock Cottages 22 7 Heather Terrace ... 1 1

Douglas Street 1 0 Henry Street 2 o
Duke Street 5 2 Hilton Street . .

.

2 o
East Float 3 0 Hind Street 2 o
Edgar Street 6 3 Hope Street . o
Egerton Dock 2 0 Howard Street R 0
Egcrton Street 7 1 Ivy Street 9 1

Connor’s Court ... 8 3 Jackson Street 6 0
Godfrey’s Ten-ace. 2 0 James Street 1 0
Meacock Court ... 1 0 John Street 1 0

Eldon Place 5 3 Ivinmel Street 4 2
Eldon Street 2 1 Knox Street, i n
Elgin Street 1 0 Abbey Terrace ... 1 0
Elizabeth Place 1 0 Prospect Place ... 3 1
Elizabeth Street 3 0 Laird Street 5 1
Exmouth Street 6 1 Leicester Street 8 2
Fever Hospital 27 27 Leicester Terrace . 1 0
Field Street 11 2 Livingstone Street... 3 2
Flamank Street 7 1 Lord Street 4 3
Fore Street 4 0 Lowe Street. i n
Frederick Street ... 8 5 Lower Ivy Street ... 1

u

o
George Street 7 2 Lowther atreet 5 0

v
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TABLE IV.

—

Continued.

,

Strfkts.

Total

from

all Causes.
From

Zymotic

Diseases

only.

Streets.

s .

£ S

3
13

§

5
u

From

Zymotic

Diseases

only.

Maddock Street 1 0 Pleasant Street 2 0
Manor Hill 1 0 Pool Street, 1 o
Marion Street 1 0 Price Street, 24 7
Market Place South.. 1 0 German Terrace... 1 0
Market Street 8 3 Priory Street . .

.

G o
Brunswick Avenue 1 1 Quarry Bank Place .. 1 0

Marshall Street 3 0 Queen Street 2 o

Meadow Street 5 0 Queensbury Street... 4 2
Midland Street 5 1 Rhyl Street 2 0

Milton Street 8 0 Rif] ley Street 8 o
Mona Street 2 0 River Mersey 2 o

Rimmer’s Court... 1 0 Roberts Street 1 0

Moon Street 2 0 Rose Street 4 1

Mornington Street... 8 0 Russell Street 2 2

j

Morpeth Cock 2 0 St. Anne Street 29 11

Mortimer Terrace ... 1 0 St. John’s Street ... 0 0

Morton Street 1 0 St. John’s Place... 3 0

Myrtle Street 5 0 St. Mary’s Gate 5 2

Nelson Street 2 0 Hughes’ Buildings 1 0

Neptune Street 4 0 Sandford Street 2 1

Norman Lodge 1 0 Slatey Road 2 0

Oak Street 17 3 Somerville Street ... 3 0

Old Bidston Road ... 8 2 Stanley Road 0 0

Old Chester Road ... 1 0 Stanley Court ... 4 1

Matthew’s Court... 2 1 Stewart Street 1 0

Oliver Pln.ee 2 0 Sun Street 5 0

Oliver Street, 17 3 Sussex Street 1 0

Miller’s Place 1 0 Tetbury Street 0 0

Oxton Road 10 2 RichmondCottages 1 0

Belmont, 3 0 Thomas Street 1G 2

Park Road South ... 2 0 Tollemache Road ... 1 0

Park Street 5 1 Tranmere Vale 5 1

Parkfield 2 0 Tranmere Vale

Hemingford Lodge 12 0 Terrace 1 o

Parkfield Avenue.. 1 0 Upper Beckwith

Parkfield Place ... 8 2 Street 2 1

Poffpn fttrppf, 1 0 Eagle Court 1 1

PopI ftfvppf, 1 0 Upton Road 2 1

Pilgrim Street 1 0 Vicker Street 1 0

~x
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TABLE IV. 1—Continued.

1

Streets.
Total

from

all
Causes. From

Zym

tie

Diseases

only.

J

Sti.eets.

Total

from

1

all
Causes. From

Zymotic

Diseases

only.

I

Vi tip.rent c t,reet 3 0 West Float 3 n

Vino Street, 5 2 Whetstone Lane 1 o

Vulcan Street, 4 2 White Street 8 l

Walton Street 4 0 Wilbraham Street ... 1 0

Warwick Street 3 1 Pool Terrace 1 0

Waterloo Place 1 1 Wilkinson Street ... 3 0

Watson Street 12 0 Willaston Place 2 0
Byrom Street 13 7 William Street 5 0
Orderly Avenue... 5 5 Wilson Street 5 0
Orderly Home ... 1 0 Windsor Street 8 1

Orderly Place 2 0 Wirral Hospital 3 2
Orderly Residence 5 5 Wood Street 9 3

Wesley Street 1 0 Morpeth Buildings 3 0
Westbournc Road ... 8 0
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TABLE V.

Lunar Monthly Table of Deaths from all Causes and Zymotic

Diseases, with the Rates per 1000 per Annum-

1877.

No of

Deaths
from all

Causes.

Annual
Kate per

1000
LiviDg.

No. of

Deaths
from

Zymotic
Diseases.

Annual
Rate per

1000
Living.

1st Month ending Jan. 28th... 77 17.71 15 3.45

2nd yy yy Feb. 25th... 82 18.86 13 2.99

3rd yy yy March 25th. 80 18.40 22 5.06

4th yy yy April 22nd.. 76 17.48 20 4.60

6th yy yy May 20th... 81 18.63 21 4.83

6th yy y y
June 17th... 93 21.89 20 4.60

7th yy y y
July 15th... 62 14.26 9 2.07

8th yy yy Aug. 12th... 77 17.71 17 3.91

9th yy yy Sept. 9th... 61 14.03 15 3.45

,10th yy yy Oct, 7th ...
64 14.72 14 3.22

11th yy yy Nov. 4th ...
58 13.34 16 3.68

12th yy yy Dec. 2nd ...
85 19.55 19 4.37

18th ,, (+1 day) ending)

December 31st j

99 22.77 82 7.36

Year 995 17.61 233 4.12
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TABLE VI.

Description of those who Died during 1877.

Occupation, <Sic. M. F.
a
o Daughter.

©

*

Accountant 1

Agent 2 • • • ... 1

Annuitant 1

Architect 1 1

Army officer

Artist 1

Baker 4 6 2
Beerhouse keeper 1 1 i 1

Blacksmith 5 7 8 5
Boatbuilder 2 1

Boilermaker 7 16 12 7
Bookbinder 1

Bookkeeper 1 4 2 1

Bottle maker
Brewer 1

...

1

Bricklayer 1 3 1

Brickmaker 1 1 1

Broker 1 1

Builder 2 1 1

Butcher 8 1 2 2
Cabinet maker 1 1

Car driver 1 8 8
Cart owner 1 1

Carter 7 5 6
Cashier 1

Cattle dealer

Charwoman 2
...

|

Civil engineer i

Clergyman
1

Clerk 2 1 "l 2
Coach builder q
Coachman 1 2 1

• • •

Coach painter 1 ...

1
1

1

1

1

7

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

2

Widow.
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TABLE VI.—Continued.

Occupation, &c. M. F.
G
O
in

Daughter.

©

£
Widow.

Coach proprietor

Coach trimmer 2
Coal agent 1 1

Coal heaver 1

Collector 1 l

Colliery proprietor 1 z
Confectioner l

Cooper 1 1 1

Coppersmith 1 . . • ...

Currier 1 • • • ...

Dockgateman 1 • .

.

... ...

Domestic servant 8 9 9

Draper 1 1 ...

Draper’s assistant 2 . . . 1 l

Draughtsman 2 . . .

Dressmaker . . • 2 • > . 1 ...

Driller 2 1 3 • . •

Engine cleaner 1 . . . . . . . .

.

Engine driver 1 ... 1 l 1

Engine fitter 4 5 3 4 1

Engineer 4 2 1

Engraver 1 ... ...

Estate agent ... . . . 1 1 1

Farmer 3 ... 7

Farm bailiff 1

Ea.rrier 1 . . .

Ferry collector 1

Fisherman 2

Vi sVi it) on cffiv 1

El atman 1

"FI on r rl p.nl at 1

Foundry manager 1 ...

French polisher ... 1

Fnrrn't.nrA VAmnVAV 1

Gardener 3 ]. 3 1 1

Gasfitter 2 1 ... 1

1 . , ,

Gentleman 3 . . . ... ... 2

Greengrocer 2 ...

1
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TABLE VI.— Continued.

Occupation, &c. M. F.
fl
o
U)

Daughter. Wife.
Widow.

Grocer • • • 1 1 ... 1

fi-vnfip.r’s nasi stn.ii t 2

finn.nn cmah fir 1

TTn.irrlvfiSSfil’ 3

TTnrhmir rrmstfir 1

Hawker 1

T-Tnrsfi dealer 1

Horse keeper 3 • . • 1 1

Housekeeper 1 ... ...

Iron moulder 2 1 • • • • • •

Iron plater 1 . . .

Trnn smith 1

Iron turner 2 1 2 1

Joiner 9 9 12 5 1

Labourer 78 74 71 26 16

Laundress 1

Librarian 1

Licensed victualler 4 4 ... 1

Machinist 1 1 2 1 1

Maltster 1

Marine store dealer 2

Mariner 12 8 7 4 3

Medical practitioner 2 ... ... 1

Merchant 3 • • • 1 •1

Milk dealer 1 1

Miller 1

Milliner 1

Musician 2
Naval officer 1

Painter 5 6 5 2 1

Paper hanger • • • 1

Paper maker 1 • • • ...

Pattern maker 1

Pavior 1 1

Pawnbroker 1 1

Pensioner 5 1

Pipelayer 1

Plasterer 2 3
Platelayer 1 ...
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TABLE VI.—Continued.

Occupation, &c. M F.
a
o
tn

Daughter.

I

Wife.

Widow.

Plumber i 1 1

Policeman 3 i 3 2
Porter 3 2 2 4 1

Potter 1

Poulterer 1 2
Printer 1

Provision dealer 1

Publican 1 1 1

Quarryman 1 1

Railway servant 8 • • • 9 2 2 1

Refreshment house keeper • • • ... ... 1

Retired tradesman 1 ... ... ...

Rivet maker 1

Sailmaker 1

Salt dealer 1

Sawyer 1 . . . . .

.

. . . . . . 1

Schoolmaster 1

Schoolmistress 1

Ship chandler 2

Ship keeper 2 ... ... • • • . . .

Ship master 3 ... ... 4 . . .

Ship owner 1 . . . ... . . . . . . 1

Ship rigger 3 5 1 ... ...

Shipsm'ith 1 ... 1 ... ...

Ship steward 3 . . . . . . 1 1 1

Shipwright 8 ... 5 7 1 ...

Shoemaker 3 . . . 7 3 3 . . .

Skinner 1

Smallwave dealer 1

Sodawater manufacturer • • • ... ... . . . 1

Solicitor 2 . • • . . . 1 ... ...

Stacrema.u 1

Stevedore 2 ... 3 ... 1 1

Stonemason 9 . . . 4 2 2 2

Stoker 3 • • • 3 5 2 ...

Storekeeper ... 1 1 ... ...

Surveyor ... ... 1 ... ...

Tailor 2 ... 1 2 4 ...

Tile dealer . . . • . . 1 ... ...
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TABLE VI.—Continued .

Occupation", &o. F. M.
c
o
Jj

Dnughter

©

Timher merchant 1

Timber salesman 1

Tinsmith 2 1

Tripe dresser 1 • . . • . •

Unknown 3 oo . . .

Upholsterer 1 i

Vice-consul 1 • • • • .

.

Waitress 1

Warehouse keeper 1 l 1

Warehouseman 1 • • •

Waterman 1 2 2 2
Wheelwright 1 1 2
Whitesmith 1 1

Woodmonger ... ... ...

27G 17 250 229 130

i

G

Widow,
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APPENDIX.— List of streets in which smallpox cases

are known to have occurred in 1877, with the number
of cases reported and the number fatal.

Note.—The deaths of patients in the two hospitals are entered

up to the streets from which such patients were removed.

Sthkets.
Total

of

Cases Reported.

00

cJ
a>

«
Streets.

Total

of

Cases Reported.

GO

£
cS
©
G

Abbey Street 1 0 Conway Street 10 1

Ailiinn Street 1 0 Kent Place G 2

Hamilton Terrace. 1 1 Cottage Street 3 0
Arcrvlp. RfvrftP.t 1 0 Cromwell Street 0 0

Arthur Street 3 1 Taylor’s Buildings 1 0

Back Beckwith Street 15 4 Cross Street 2 0

Back Havelock Street 4 0 Crown Street 4 0

Back Price Street ... 1 0 Davies Street 1 1

Back St. Anne Street 4 0 Dock Cottages 23 1

29 3 Duke Street 2 1

3 0 Edgar Street 14 2

Bedford Street 2 0 Egerton Street 4 2

Bentinck Street 8 1 Godfrey’s Terrace. 1 0

1 0 Eldon Place 14 3

Blackpool Street 3 1 Eldon Street 3 1

Denbigh Street ... 5 0 Elizabeth Street 4 0

Borough Road 2 0 Exmouth Street 3 1

Brassey Street 2 1 Field Street 20 3

Bridge Street 3 0 Flamank Street 5 0

BridgeEnd Terrace 1 0 Frederick Street 10 3

Brook Place 2 1 George Street 4 0

18 1 Gillbrook 1 0

Lydia Terrace ... 1 0 Gladstone Street . .

.

9 0

Brougham Street ... 1 0 Grace Street 1 0

.Cardigan Street 1 0 Grange Lane 1 0

Cathcart Street 6 2 Grange Street 1 0

Chester Street 1 0 Greenfield Street ... 1 0

Clarendon Street ... 1 0 Halkin Street 1 0

Claughton Road 4 1 Hamilton Lane 0 0

Cleveland Street 5 0 Hamilton View ... 1 0

Cleveland Avenue. 1 0 Hamilton Street 2 0

Clifton Road 2 0 Hampton Street 2 0
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APPENDIX.

—

Continued.

Streets.
Total

of

Cases Reported. Deaths. Streets.

i

Total

of

Cases Reported. Deaths.

Havelock Street 2 1 Russell Street 1 0
Henry Street, 2 0 St. Anne Street 52 11

• 1/

Hope Street 8 1 St. John Street 1 0
Tvv Street 1 0 St. Mary’s Gate 1 o

Jackson Street 1 0 Samuel Street 3 0

John Street 1 0 Sidney Street ... . 1 1

Kinmol Street 3 1 Sun Street 2 0

Laird Street 1 0 Taylor Street 3 ^ o
Leicester Street 1 0 Thomas Street 4 0
Livingstone Street . .

.

3 1 Tranmere Yale 0 0
Lord Street 3 0 Tranmere Vale
Lome Street ] 0 Terrn.ee . ] o
Lower Ivy Street ... 1 0 Trinity Street 1 0

Ivy Terrace 2 0 Upper Beckwith
Market Street 1G 2 Street 5 1

Meadow Street 1 0 Vicker Street 1 o
Mersey Street 1 0 Vine Street 22 s'
Moon Street 1 0 Vittoria Street 1 o
Myrtle Street 1 0 Vnlean Street 1 1

Neptune Street 1 1 Walton Street 2 0
Oak Street 27 7 Warwiek Street 3 o
Old Bidston Road ... 5 2 AVaterloo Place 1 0

Cumberland Place 2 0 Watson Street 15 2
Oliver Street 5 0 Byrom Street 17 5

1

Park Street 4 0 Oakfield View 3 0 |

Parkfield 1 1 Orderly Avenue ... 9 1

Parkfield Place ... 3 0 Orderly Home ... 5 2
Peel Street 1 0 Orderlv PI n ee i 0
Pleasant Street 2 1 Orderly Residence

1

7 2
Price Street 20 3 Westbourne Road ., 1 0
German Terrace... 1 1 William Street 2 0

Priory Street 1 0 Wilton Street 1 0 1

Queensbury Street... 14 8 Windsor Street 2 0
Roberts Street 2 0 Wood Street 2 0
Rose Street 2 0 Morpeth Buildings 4 1
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